On July 30, 1962, a Detroit Free Press headline proclaimed, “New Women’s Club a Reality.”

The article was about the newly formed Women’s Economic Club – created when Marie Moon, Alice Snider, Thelma Murrell and Dorothy Seifert gathered a group of 23 women together to discuss the formation of a luncheon club. “Their concept of a need for women office workers and professionals to create a vibrant force for the advancement of women was most appealing.”

In 2002, the WEC created the Women’s Leadership Forum as its the 501(c)(3) education and research arm. In 2005, WEC and the Women’s Leadership Forum were re-branded as Inforum and the Inforum Center for Leadership to better reflect their broad range of activities and the mission of accelerating careers for women and boosting talent initiatives for companies. In June 2016, members voted to transfer Inforum’s assets to the Inforum Center for Leadership. The combined 501(c)(3) charitable and educational nonprofit operates as Inforum.

1962 Women's Economic Club Founding Members

Helen P. Amluxen
Helen L. Baker
Mary A. Ball
Doris Beccardi
Erla G. Clark
Antoinette C. DiLaura
Ruth V. Griffith
Fran Harris
Marilyn Hogan
Marjorie E. Loveley
Nancy J. Manser
Marie E. Moon
Thelma J. Murrell
Annetta D. Ohlson
Dorothy M. Reilly
Helen C. Riebling
Shirley A. Schleef
Dorothea M. Seifert
Ann Reed Simpson
Alice L. Snider
Mary Elleen Tappan
Wilma Wackerle
Lillian Watson
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